Fourth year Expertise in public affairs / Public business law

Organization

Transverse skills

Transverse skills (Mandatory)
- General Knowledge
- Economics
- Specialty CA/EAP
- English
- LVB

Languages (Choice: 1 Among 7)
- LVB – German
- LVB – Arabic
- LVB – Spanish
- LVB – French as a foreign language
- LVB – Italian
- LVB – Portuguese
- LVB – Russian

Sport

Core knowledge

Classes - semester 1 (Mandatory)
- Institutional law of the European Union
- Administrative law - 1
- Public finance

Final Oral Examination - Tutorial Class - université de Bordeaux (Mandatory)
- Final Oral Examination
- Public finance tutorial class

Specialized skills
Fourth year Expertise in public affairs / Public business law

**Classes - semester 2 (Mandatory)**
- Administrative law - 2
- Substantive law of the European Union
- Public finance law
- Administrative litigation

**Specific seminars (Mandatory)**
- Public procurement
- Tutorial class : Legal methodology - université de Bordeaux
- Tutorial class : Public contract law - université de Bordeaux

**Organizational unit**

Sciences Po Bordeaux (Etablissement racine)